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1 Introduction

This paper studies if the consumption based asset pricing model is compatible with survey
data on subjective beliefs.

Asset pricing models are statements about how expected returns are related to the per-
ceived risk exposure of different assets. This is seldom tested directly. Instead, the models
are typically tested by comparing theoretical pricing implications with the properties of
historical (ex post) data. The results can therefore only be given a clear interpretation
under the maintained hypothesis that the historical sample is a good representation of
subjective beliefs. For instance, the finding of an ”equity premium puzzle” relies on the
assumption that investors have really expected an excess return of 6%–8% on U.S. equity.

There are several reasons to believe that the moments of historical data can be quite
poor approximations of investors’ expectations. Early empirical evidence from survey
data suggests that expected returns may deviate from historical averages (for instance,
Lakonishok, 1980) and more recent evidence suggests that investors may underestimate
the uncertainty of risk (for instance, Thaler, 2000, and Giordani and Söderlind, 2003).
These findings could be driven by either small sample problems or some sort of distorted
expectations.

The small sample problems are quite likely, since equity returns are highly volatile and
sometimes exposed to unusually large shocks. It can easily happen that a fairly long sam-
ple has sample moments that deviate substantially from the true values (and subjective,
ex ante, beliefs).

Even in the absence of small sample problems, historical data may be poorly suited
for testing asset pricing models. Recent findings in behavioural economics (for instance,
Hirshleifer (2001)) often point to overconfidence among economic agents. Research on
learning (for instance, Lewellen and Shanken, 2002) and on robust decision making (for
instance, Tornell, 2000, and Anderson, Hansen, and Sargent, 2003) emphasise that there
may be good theoretical reasons for why ex ante beliefs deviate systematically from ex
post data.

The approach in this paper is to evaluate the consumption based asset pricing model
by using survey data on expected returns and the volatility of the risk factors. This cir-
cumvents the problems with expectations errors—and is therefore a way to test the model
more directly.
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Under some simplifying assumptions, the key implication of the consumption based
asset pricing model is that expected excess equity returns are a product of a risk aversion
coefficient, the standard deviations of consumption growth and equity returns, and their
correlation.

To get a reasonably long sample with high-quality data, I combine several data sources.
The Livingston survey and the Survey of Professional Forecasters are used to measure
subjective beliefs of expected equity returns and consumption volatility. Both surveys are
focused on the beliefs of economists close to the financial markets and are administered
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia. The CBEO volatility index (VIX) is used
as a measure of equity return uncertainty.

The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 2 summarises the standard consumption
based asset pricing model. Section 3 presents the survey data and the empirical results.
Section 4 sums up. There are several appendices giving details on data and derivations of
some analytical results.

2 The Standard Consumption Based Asset Pricing Model

This section gives a brief summary of the standard CRRA model and the equity premium
puzzle.

The standard consumption based asset pricing model assumes a utility function with
constant relative risk aversion, C1−γ

t /(1 − γ ), where Ct is consumption and γ the risk
aversion coefficient. The Euler equation for optimal portfolio choice can be written as
E[Re

t (Ct/Ct−1)
−γ

] = 0, where Re
t is the excess return on an asset—and E() denotes the

expectations of the (representative) investor.
To simplify the analysis, assume that the investor thinks that the excess return and

consumption growth have a bivariate normal distribution. Use Stein’s lemma1 to rearrange
the Euler equation as

E(Re
t ) = Cov(Re

t , 1ct)γ (1)

= Corr(Re
t , 1ct)σ (Re

t )σ (1ct)γ, (2)

where 1ct is the growth rate of consumption, ln(Ct/Ct−1). It is worth emphasising

1Stein’s lemma says that if x and y have a bivariate normal distribution and h(y) is a differentiable
function such that E[|h′(y)|] < ∞, then Cov[x, h(y)] = Cov(x, y) E[h′(y)]. See Cochrane (2001).
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that this equation is part of the investor’s decision process—and therefore holds only
for his/her beliefs. It really does not matter where those beliefs come from, if they are
rational, or if they are the result of a learning process (as in, for instance, Brennan (1998)).

We can relax the assumption that the excess return is normally distributed: (2) holds
also if Re

t and 1ct has a bivariate mixture normal distribution—provided 1ct has the
same mean and variance in all the mixture components (see Appendix B). This restricts
consumption growth to have a normal distribution, but allows the excess return to have a
distribution with fat tails and skewness.

The gain from assuming a normal distribution of consumption growth is that the un-
known relative risk aversion, γ , enters multiplicatively in (1)–(2). This allows us to work
with correlations and standard deviations of returns and consumption growth—for which
it might be possible to find survey data. In contrast, if we did not assume normally dis-
tributed consumption growth rates, then we would need information about, for instance,
the standard deviation of (Ct/Ct−1)

−γ . There is no survey data on such things.2

The equity premium puzzle (see Mehra and Prescott (1985)) is that (2) does not hold
for ex post data unless γ is very high. To illustrate this, I use quarterly US data for
1957Q1–2003Q4. Consumption growth is measured as the growth rate of per capita con-
sumption of nondurables and services (see Appendix A) and the return is the real return
on the S&P 500 in excess of the real return on a 3-month T-bill rate.

In annualised terms (quarterly growth rates are multiplied by 4 and quarterly standard
deviations by 2) the ex post data gives

E(Re
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

0.06

= Corr(Re
t , 1ct)︸ ︷︷ ︸

0.14 or 0.31

σ(Re
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

0.16

σ(1ct)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.01

γ. (3)

Two numbers are given for the correlation: the lower is when consumption growth (a flow
variable) is measured as the growth between the current and lagged quarter; the higher
when it is measured as the growth between the next and current quarters. In any case,
even if the correlation was perfect (one), then we need a relative risk aversion, γ , of 38 to
make (3) hold.

2The general expression is E(Re
t ) = − Cov[Re

t , (Ct/Ct−1)
−γ

]/ E[(Ct/Ct−1)
−γ

]; the covariance can be
expanded in terms of the correlation and the two standard deviations.
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3 Evidence from Survey Data and Options

The survey and option data used in this paper come from different sources, covere differ-
ent periods, and have different sampling frequencies. There really are not many alterna-
tives, at least not if we want to work with reasonably long samples.

3.1 Relation Between Survey Data and the Asset Pricing Equation

Survey data gives information on conditional moments of subjective beliefs of heteroge-
neous agents. In contrast, the asset pricing equation (3) is expressed in terms of uncon-
ditional moments of a representative investor. This section discusses how the survey data
may still be useful to understand the properties of the asset pricing equation.

The evidence from surveys and options is on conditional moments—both data sets
essentially contain answers to a question like “based on your information today, what do
you believe about x in the near future?” We therefore need a rule for transforming back
to unconditional moments. This is straightforward for the expected return, E(Re

t ), since
the unconditional expectation is best estimated by the average conditional expectation (by
the law of iterated expectations, E[Et(Re

t )] = E(Re
t )). For the standard deviations in (3),

matters are slightly more complicated. But, if the excess returns and the consumption
growth rates are unpredictable (which is a good approximation), then the unconditional
variance is the average conditional variance. The unconditional standard deviations are
then the square roots of the average conditional variances—which is the approach used
below.

The Euler equation (2) is valid for each investor—provided we are careful enough to
use the moments of his/her beliefs about the return and his/her own consumption. In (3)
it is further assumed that all investors are identical: they share the same beliefs and it is
aggregate consumption that matters.

The survey data has a different structure: it asks for his/her beliefs about the return
and aggregate output. To bridge the gap between data and the asset pricing equation, we
need strong assumptions. First, that results on over/underestimation of the volatility of
output (which we have data on) carries over to consumption (which enters the asset pricing
equation). Second, that equity premia are not affected by non-insurable idiosyncratic risk
(since we have no information on this risk). Third, that aggregation of beliefs (since the
respondents in the survey disagree) is unimportant.
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None of these assumptions is likely to hold exactly, but they may well be reasonable
approximations. First, the time series properties of output and consumption are very sim-
ilar in many respects: they are strongly correlated over all horizons and so are the forecast
errors. In addition, most macroeconomic theory would suggest a very strong link. Sec-
ond, the evidence on (the importance for asset pricing of) idiosyncratic risk is mixed
(see, for instance, Lettau (2002) and Cogley (1998).) Third, aggregation of heterogenous
beliefs may well suggest that an average belief is a good approximation of the represen-
tative investor’s belief—in particular when the relative risk aversion is high. For instance,
Giordani and Söderlind (2005) show (by extending a model by Varian (1985)) that a rep-
resentative investor should be assigned a mean equal to the cross-sectional mean, and a
variance equal to a combination of the (cross sectional average of) individual uncertainty
and the cross-sectional disagreement. It turns out that the relative weight on disagreement
is 1/(γ + 1): with log utility disagreement is as important as individual uncertainty (this
is the case in Rubinstein (1974) and Detemple and Murthy (1994)), but a more realistic
value of the relative risk aversion gives a very small role to disagreement. This suggest
that it might be reasonable to disregard the aggregation issue.

3.2 Expected Stock Return

The Livingston survey summarizes the forecasts of economists from industry, govern-
ment, banking, and academia. It is the oldest continuous survey of economists’ forecasts,
started in 1946 by the financial columnist Joseph Livingston. It was taken over by Federal
Reserve Bank of Philadelphia in 1990. It has questions about the expected Standard &
Poor (S&P) index level 6 and 12 months ahead in time.

The documentation of the Livingston survey before 1990 (when the Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia took over) is somewhat sketchy. To make things worse, the Stan-
dard&Poor made major changes to their indices on several occasions. However, it is clear
that for the period June 1957 (and perhaps even earlier) to June 1990, the Livingston sur-
vey asked for the S&P 400 Industrial index (which is different from the more recent S&P
400 Midcap). From December 1990 and onwards the survey has asked for the S&P 500
Composite. For further details and references, see Lakonishok (1980), Federal Reserve
Bank of Philadelphia (2004) and Appendix A. The median forecasts (as a robust proxy of
the mean) and the actual indices are displayed in Figure 1 in form of the logarithm of the
index. The survey forecasts follow the general movements of the index, but are mostly
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Figure 1: S&P indices and Livingston survey. The figure shows the S&P index and the Livingston
forecast made in the same period.

above the current index level.
The survey is sent out in late May and November, respectively and asks for the index

level six and twelve months ahead. This makes it somewhat unclear what base value to
use in order to calculate expected capital gains (growth rates). I follow the approach in
Pearce (1984). For the June survey, this means this folllowing: the base value for the
June survey is from the last day of May, and it is assumed that the 6-month (12-month)
forecast refers to the index level at the end of December (next June). The implied expected
growth rate therefore refers to a 7-month (13-month) horizon. A similar logic applies to
the December survey. A way to circumvent both the problem with the base level and the
investment horizon is to combine the 6- and 12-month forecasts to calculate an implied
expected growth rate over a 6-month horizon starting 6 months from now. I will use this
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to check the other results.
Table 1 shows the (annualised) results for the 7-month horizon in the form of capital

gains in excess of a riskfree rate (approximated by a 3-month T-bill rate). The results
for the 13-month horizon and the 6-month horizon starting 6 months from now are very
similar.

For the early sample the Livingston survey has an expected capital gain (in excess of
a riskfree rate) of −1.3%, while the ex post capital gain on the S&P 400 (Industrials) was
1.3%. For the late sample, the survey has an expected capital gain of 0.7%, while the ex
post capital gain on the S&P 500 (Composite) was 5.6%.

1957–1990 1990–2003 1957–2003

Survey expectations −1.3 0.7 −0.7
S&P 400 Industrial, ex post 1.3
S&P 500 Composite, ex post 1.6 5.6 2.7
S&P combined 400/500, ex post 2.5
Dividend yield S&P 500 4.0 2.2 3.5

Table 1: Capital gains in excess of riskfree rate, dividend yield, annualised %. The table
shows results for the 7-month horizon, annualised by multiplying by 12/7. The survey data are from the
Livingston survey and show the expected change of the stock index (S&P 400 Industrial for 1957:6–1990:6
and S&P 500 Composite for 1990:12–2003:6) — in excess of a riskfree rate. The ex post results are the
corresponding actual change in the stock index. The S&P combined 400/500 uses S&P 400 Industrial for
1957:6–1990:6 and S&P 500 Composite for 1990:12–2003:6.

To get a result for the full sample, we have to think of an index which consists of S&P
400 during the early period and S&P 500 during the late sample. This is probably not too
far-fetched since the S&P 400 and 500 are so similar during the overlapping period (early
sample): the mean capital gains were 1.3% and 1.6% respectively, and their correlation
was 0.96. For this spliced sample, the survey has an expected capital gain of −0.7% while
the ex post has a capital gain of 2.7%.

Clearly, the capital gain on the indices is not the total return from investing on the
stock market. Table 1 therefore also gives the ex post dividend yield on the S&P 500
index, which is around 3.5% for the spliced sample. The survey contains no information
about expected dividends, but it seems reasonable to assume that there is no bias in the
dividend forecasts—especially since dividends are fairly smooth over time. In that case,
the results for the whole sample suggest that the expected total return was around 2.8%
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(−0.7% in capital gain and 3.5% in dividend yield).3

In short, this evidence suggest that the expected excess return E(Re
t ) in (2) might be

around 3%. This is half of the historical average.

3.3 Stock Return Volatility

We now study the return volatility, σ(Re
t ), in (2). There is only very little survey evidence

on this, but implied volatilities from option prices provide a good alternative. CBOE
compiles an index of S&P 500 volatility (denoted VIX) by averaging the implied volatil-
ities of eight near-the-money options (with 30 days to expiration) on the S&P 500 index.
However, data is only available from 1990 onwards.
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Figure 2: Volatility of S&P 500 changes. The volatility index is the CBOE VIX index and the ex port
volatility is estimated as exponential weighted moving average of de-meaned price changes (weekly) of the
S&P 500 changes. The numbers in parentheses are the implied unconditional standard deviations.

Figure 2 compares the volatility index to volatility of ex post data for the S&P 500
price changes. The ex post volatility is estimated by an exponential moving average
similar to the RiskMetrics approach (σ 2

t = 0.1u2
t−1 +0.9σ 2

t−1, where ut are the demeaned
price changes). It can be shown that a GARCH-model produces very similar results. The
two measures of volatility are strongly correlated, but the VIX index is generally higher.

3The Survey of Professional Forecasters ask for the expected 10-year S&P 500 return as well as the
average 3-month T-bill rate. For the 1992–2004 sample the implied expected excess return is 4%.
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If returns are unpredictable, then the unconditional standard deviation is the square
root of the average conditional variance. This is 21% from the VIX (annualised) but only
16% for the ex post returns: the subjective standard deviations seems to be around 1.3
times the historical volatility. Results for the VXO index from 1986 onwards (the “old
VIX”) on S&P 100 volatility are very similar.

However, there are several potential problems with these results. First, the horizon
is only 30 days, which is much shorter than the survey data for the expected returns and
consumption volatility. Second, the implied volatility of options near-the-money may not
be a good estimator of the standard deviation of the underlying distribution unless option
prices are well approximated by the Black-Scholes model.

It is therefore interesting to compare with the results of Lynch and Panigirtzoglou
(2003). They study (among other things) 6-months S&P500 options over the period 1983–
2002 and find that the implied volatility (at the money) is on average 17% and that the
standard deviation of the riskneutral distribution (estimated using options at a wide range
of strike prices) is on average 18.5%. Since these figures refer to the average standard
deviation rather than the unconditional standard deviation discussed before (the square
root of the average variance), they are likely to be downward “biased” compared with the
previous results. The data for the VXO and the ex post volatility suggests that this bias is
around 1 percentage point. This means that the unconditional standard deviation derived
from the riskneutral distributions is around 19.5%, which should be compared with an ex
post volatility of 16% (for the same sample). Provided the risk premium does not change
the shape of the distribution much, this suggests a ratio of 1.2 between the subjective
standard deviation and the ex post volatility.

Together this evidence suggest that the return volatility σ(Re
t ) in (2) might be around

1.25 times the historical volatility.

3.4 Consumption Growth Volatility

Most surveys ask the respondents to supply their point forecasts—but very few ask for
measures of uncertainty. The Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF) is an exception,
since it asks for histograms of the respondents subjective probability distribution of real
GDP growth.4 I will use this information to compare the subjective uncertainty to actual

4Real GNP 1981Q3–1991Q4 and real GDP 1992Q1 and onwards,
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uncertainty (the volatility of forecast errors). Although this provides evidence only on
output growth volatility, output growth and consumption growth are so strongly related
that it is plausible that the results carry over to consumption growth.

The SPF asks professional forecasters about their beliefs about key macroeconomic
and financial variables. The survey dates back to the late 1960s, but the question about the
subjective probability distribution was introduced in 1981Q3. The survey is administered
by the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia since 1990 (before that, by Victor Zarnowitz
and others of the American Statistical Association and National Bureau of Economic
Research).

The histogram bins are set by the survey manager, and forecasters assign probabilities
to each bin.5 The growth rates are defined as the value in (calendar) year t divided by
the value in year t − 1, minus one. I use forecasts of this growth rate at four forecasting
horizons: one to four quarters ahead. In practice, the four quarters ahead forecast is made
in Q1 of year t , the three quarters ahead forecast is made in Q2 and so forth.

Giordani and Söderlind (2005) and Giordani and Söderlind (2003) discuss how to es-
timate the underlying distribution from such a histogram. They find that fitting a normal
distribution to each histogram typically works well. They also find that some forecasters
supply occasionally odd answers, so cross-sectional moments (central location and dis-
persion) need to be estimated by “robust” methods—for instance, the median instead of
the mean.

Therefore, for each forecaster and quarter, I fit a normal distribution to his/her histogram–
by minimizing the sum of squared errors (implied probability of a bin minus the actual
probability according to the histogram). The fitted normal distribution is then an estimate
of the forecaster’s subjective distribution. This produces a time series (for each forecaster)
of his/her subjective variance. To get an aggregate number, the cross-sectional median (of
the individual subjective variances) is calculated for every time period—and a time aver-
age is then formed. This procedure ensures that the aggregate number gives equal weight
to all time periods—which circumvents the problem with that the number of participating
forecasters has changed over time.

For the “ex post volatility” I calculate the forecast error of every forecast and then the
forecast error variance for each forecaster. To get an aggregate number that is comparable
to the aggregate subjective variance, I first calculate the cross-sectional median variance

5Before 1992, the bins boundaries were -2, 0, 2, 4, 6. Since 1992, they are -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
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of those forecasters that participate in the survey at that point in time, then I form a time
average.

Figure 3 shows results for the 9-months horizon. The other horizons look very simi-
lar.6 It is clear that forecasters have underestimated the uncertainty: the subjective stan-
dard deviation is only 60% of the standard deviation of the forecasters’ own forecast er-
rors. Giordani and Söderlind (2005) reach a similar conclusion by using somewhat differ-
ent methods (the coverage ratio of subjective confidence bands). Clearly, this result refers
to GDP growth—not consumption. However, it is likely to carry over to consumption
since output and consumption are so strongly related (both theoretically and empirically).

To sum up, this evidence suggest that the consumption growth volatility σ(1ct) in (2)

might be around 0.6 times the historical volatility.
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Figure 3: Survey data on output growth volatility on the 9-month horizon. The numbers in
parentheses are the implied unconditional standard deviations.

3.5 Implications

The results from survey and option data suggests that the historical mean excess returns
should be scaled by 0.5, the standard deviation of excess returns by 1.25, and the standard

6I show results for the 9-month horizon since some data points (1985Q1 and 1986Q1) for the 12-month
horizon are likely to be wrong (see Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (2000)).
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deviation of consumption growth by 0.6. This changes the asset pricing equation (3) to

E(Re
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

0.5×0.06

= Corr(Re
t , 1ct)︸ ︷︷ ︸
?

σ(Re
t )︸ ︷︷ ︸

1.25×0.16

σ(1ct)︸ ︷︷ ︸
0.6×0.01

γ. (4)

This means that the left hand side is scaled by 0.5 and the right hand side by 0.75—so
the equation would hold for a lower value (factor 2/3) of the relative risk aversion, γ . For
instance, with a perfect correlation we need γ = 25 (instead of 38 in ex post data) to
make this equation hold. This is a step in the right direction—although not a very large
one.

4 Summary

This paper performs a traditional analysis of the equity premium puzzle—but without ex
post data. Instead, data from surveys and options are used.

It is found that survey data on equity returns (from the Livingston survey) show much
lower expected excess returns than in ex post data for the same period: around 3% instead
of around 6%. At the same time, option data (CBOE’s VIX) indicate that investors might
overestimate the standard deviation of equity returns by a factor 1.25. Both these factors
work in favour of the standard consumption-based asset pricing model.

Unfortunately (for the model), data on subject beliefs about output growth volatility
(Survey of Professional Forecasters) show a marked overconfidence—the standard devi-
ation implied by the survey data is just 0.6 of the historical standard deviation. Although
no direct evidence on consumption volatility exists, it is likely to look similar.

Putting these results together leads to some improvement of the consumption based
model. Using survey and option data, the coefficient of relative risk aversion need only
be 2/3 of what ex post data requires.

A Data Appendix

The data from the Livingston Survey is from the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia
(http://www.phil.frb.org/). For details, see Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (2004).

The S&P 500 and S&P 100 price indices, as well as the CBOE VIX and VXO volatil-
ity indices are from Datastream. Details on the volatility indices are found at
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http://www.cboe.com/micro/vix/introduction.asp.
The S&P 400 (industrial) is from the Federal Reserve Bulletin (various issues). The

dividends on the S&P 500 is from Shiller (http://www.econ.yale.edu/%7Eshiller/data.htm),
see Shiller (2000). For a discussion of the historical S&P series, see Jones (2002).

The 3-month T-bill rate is from FRED II (http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/).
Quarterly growth of real consumption per capita of nondurables and services is calcu-

lated from the seasonally adjusted number in NIPA Table 8.7 (available at http://www.bea.doc.gov/).
The growth rate is calculated as a weighted average of the growth rate of nondurables and
the growth rate of services (chained 2000 dollars), where the (time-varying) weight is the
relative (current dollar) size of nondurables in relation to services.

Real returns are calculated by dividing the nominal gross return by the gross inflation
rate over the same period. Inflation is calculated from the seasonally adjusted CPI for all
urban consumers (available at http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/).

B Derivation of Stein’s Lemma for a Special Case of Mixture Nor-
mals

This section proves that Stein’s lemma continues to hold if x and y has a bivariate mixture
normal distribution, but that the marginal distribution of y is normal.

Let the pdf of (x, y) be a mixture of n bivariate normal distributions

pd f
([

x
y

])
=

∑n
i=1αiφ

([
x
y

]
;

[
Ei (x)

Ei (y)

]
,

[
Vari (x) Covi (x, y)

Covi (x, y) Vari (y)

])
, with

∑n
i=1αi = 1,

and where φ(z; µ, 6) is the normal pdf with mean vector µ and covariance matrix 6.
Direct calculations give

Cov [x, h (y)] =
∑n

i=1αi {Covi [x, h (y)] + Ei (x) Ei [h (y)]} − E (x) E [h (y)] .

If Ei [h (y)] is a constant E [h (y)], then this simplifies to

Cov [x, h (y)] =
∑n

i=1αi Covi [x, h (y)] .

Since Covi [x, h (y)] = Covi (x, y) Ei
[
h′ (y)

]
for all states, we get

Cov [x, h (y)] = E
[
h′ (y)

] ∑n
i=1αi Covi (x, y) .

If Ei (y) = E(y), then the sum equals Cov (x, y). Note, however, that the combination of
Ei (y) = E(y) and Ei [h (y)] = E [h (y)] requires that Vari (y) = Var(y), which means
that the marginal distribution of y is a normal distribution.
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